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Objective

Focused and hard working; willing to go the extra mile when needed or asked. Skilled in 
troubleshooting complex problems by thinking outside the box. Possesses a high degree of 
professionalism and dedication to exceptional quality. Effective leader with outstanding 
communication and interpersonal skills.

Skills

CNA - Home Health, Autopsy Technician.

Work Experience

Autopsy Technician
ABC Corporation  2004 – 2005 
 Prepared bodies for postmortem examinations.
 Washed, dried, measured, and positioned bodies.
 Prepared and preserved tissue and specimens.
 Assisted in body dissection.
 Recorded information and completed forms.
 Responsible for receiving and releasing all bodies.
 Received and verified forms and credentials for permission for autopsy and the receipt and 

release of all bodies.

Autopsy Technician
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2000 
 Assisted the forensic pathologists in the autopsies, including incisions, removing and weighing

organs, radiographs, collecting/preserving evidence, .
 Autopsy Technician Performed daily forensic autopsys, assisted with non autopsy procedures, 

obtained blood and urine samples from bodies, released/.
 Took pictures for ID and evidence purposes, telephone protocol, received and entered cases 

into database, was responsible for making and sending .
 Isolated, identified, typed and grouped bacteria and fungi present in bodily fluids, autopsies, 

skin scrapings and surgical specimens.
 Expertly procured and processed an average of 45 specimens per month.
 Routinely performed medical laboratory tests, procedures, experiments and analyses to 

provide data for clinical research studies.Performed various .
 Promptly and efficiently distributed specimens to different facilities and labs.

Education

MS
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